


Industrial Steel Shelving

METALWARE BOLTLESS SHELVING

MUTLI-LEVEL

Quality -  Manufactured in North America, Metalware shelving is 
held to the highest standard, ensuring a great quality product every 
time.

Efficiency - Shelves can easily be rearranged and all component 
parts installed without dismantling. Interlok No-Bolt is completely 
assembled in an upright position. There is no additional floor space 
needed for the process of assembly.

Economy - Assembly cost is a vital factor. Interlok No-Bolt Shelving 
saves up to 80% of assembly time, versus standard nut & bolt units.

Maximize your use of space by 
building vertically. High-rise, catwalk, 
and full floor application.



Industrial Steel Shelving

NEW SHELF CLIP & POST

INTERLOK BOX SHELF

1” Adjustability - This new design allows the 
shelves to be placed and adjusted in 1” increments.

No Interference - 1” adjustability is completely 
independent from one side to the other. Clips do not 
interfere with each other, or other components.

1 Clip Fits All - New shelf clips do not interfere with 
foot plates at lowest shelf level, eliminating 
the need for short shelf clips.

Made from 20 gauge steel, the front and 
rear flanges are roll-formed into a box beam 
construction and welded for higher capacity. 

As with all Metalware shelves, the corners are 
lapped to provide additional strength.  

The Interlok Box Shelf is interchangeable with 
our existing Interlok No-Bolt systems.

Box Shelf Profile View



Industrial Steel Shelving

Easy assembly for bulk storage needs.

The 2” profile beams which support the shelves 
are available in a variety of widths and capacities.

The frame connectors connect the posts from 
front to back and are available in a variety of 
depths.

Wood shelves for our Widespan line are available in a 
multitude of sizes to meet your storage needs.

Ideal for record storage, Widespan’s dimensions are in line 
with standard archival box sizes.
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